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Empirical Comparison of Random and Periodic Surface
Light-Trapping Structures for Ultrathin Silicon Photovoltaics
Matthew S. Branham, Wei-Chun Hsu, Selcuk Yerci, James Loomis, Svetlana V. Boriskina,
Brittany R. Hoard, Sang Eon Han, Abasifreke Ebong, and Gang Chen*
Dramatic reductions in the production cost of wafer-based
mono- and multicrystalline silicon solar cells have fueled the
photovoltaic industry, with these two technologies accounting
for a combined 90% of the 39.8 GW solar module market in
2013.[1] As additional cost reductions become progressively
more challenging, the push to find transformative alternatives
has intensified. One promising approach is to radically reduce
the amount of silicon in a device — which constitute 30%–40%
of module cost[2,3]— by moving from wafers to ultrathin crystalline silicon films with absorber layers thinner than 20 μm.
One potential drawback of thin crystalline silicon is reduced
photocurrent — and therefore efficiency — resulting from
weak absorption of long-wavelength radiation, a consequence
of silicon’s indirect bandgap. Researchers have addressed this
challenge by developing strategies to control the transport of
radiative energy in a thin silicon absorber, “trapping” the light
in the film and increasing the absorption probability so as to
improve overall solar cell performance.
The concept of light trapping is not a new one. In 1974, Redfield introduced a solar cell design making use of angled features to increase the number of passes a photon makes through
the absorber.[4] In the 1980s, random pyramid texturing was pioneered by etching silicon in a weak alkaline/isopropyl alcohol
(IPA) solution, becoming the de facto standard for absorption
enhancement in wafer-based crystalline silicon solar cells.[5]
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More recently, ultrathin silicon photovoltaic (PV) concepts have
generated renewed interest in the design of light-trapping structures. It is typically assumed that conventional random pyramid
surface textures are inappropriate for ultrathin films because
the volume of silicon removed during etching would compromise overall absorption. Nanophotonic light-trapping designs
seek to address this issue by exploiting photon transport in
the wave optics regime to yield superior absorbers with minimal silicon removal. A great variety of nanophotonic surface
light-trapping geometries have been proposed, such as nanoholes and nanocylinders,[6–8] nanocones and nanodomes,[9–12]
inverted nanopyramids,[13–15] nanowires,[16–19] and more complex parametric designs.[20–22] See ref.[23] for an excellent review
of light-trapping designs for thin silicon photovoltaic devices.
Other light-trapping approaches include Bragg reflectors integrated with rear diffraction gratings[24,25] and nanoparticles for
plasmonic scattering and enhanced absorption.[26–31] Owing to
the difficulties of simulation and fabrication, generally absent
from the literature is a demonstration of how nanophotonic
structures fare in practice compared to random pyramid surface textures that are the standard in industry as well as to lighttrapping designs with larger feature sizes.
In this article, we focus on inverted nanopyramids as archetypal light-trapping structures that have also been shown to
be among the best-performing nanophotonic light-trapping
designs[13,14,23] and combine the results of experiment and
simulation to investigate two questions: (1) do wavelength-scale
features offer superior broad spectrum absorption compared to
larger structures and (2) how do conventional random pyramid
surface textures compare with periodic nanophotonic light-trapping designs? In contrast with common assumptions, we show
that inverted pyramids larger than 1 μm in pitch perform as
well or better than submicrometer nanophotonic designs. Similarly, experimental results indicate that ultrathin silicon films
textured with periodic inverted pyramid (PIP) arrays absorb as
effectively as those with random upright pyramids (UPs). The
crucial point, however, is that absorption in thin silicon films
is very high for each type of pyramidally textured surface compared to the Yablonovitch limit, which is in part a function of
the near ideal slope of pyramids formed by the etching of (100)
silicon in alkaline solutions.
Commonly, the absorption efficiency of a light-trapping
design is referenced to the Yablonovitch limit and to a planar,
untextured reference as upper and lower bounds of performance, respectively. The Yablonovitch limit defines the upper
bound for absorption (A) in a material when light propagation
can be described in terms of geometric optics.[32,33] For a material slab with perfect antireflection and isotropic scattering at
both the top and bottom surfaces, the limit is given as[32,34]
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where the attenuation coefficient α = 4πκλ −1, n and κ are the
real and imaginary refractive indices, respectively, λ denotes
wavelength, and  is the material thickness. Although originally
derived through statistical mechanics, the Yablonovitch limit
can also be recovered from the thermodynamic upper bound
for absorption in a solid film with the identical assumption
of isotropic surface scattering in a bulk medium.[35] Critically,
this limit does not hold in the case of subwavelength-scale
film thicknesses or in the presence of subwavelength-scale
geometric inclusions.[36,37] Researchers have sought to harness
wave optics effects to design structures exceeding the Yablonovitch limit with the goal of producing efficient silicon photovoltaics while using much less silicon than is conventionally
required.
We fabricated physical samples on 5, 10, and 20 μm silicon
films with four different surface morphologies: (1) randomly
sized and spaced UPs, 2D PIPs with periods of (2) 700 nm and
(3) 2.2 μm, and (4) polished planar (Figure 1a–d). Each sample
was coated on the top surface with silicon nitride deposited by
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), and the
rear was coated with a silicon dioxide/aluminum reflector stack.
Before proceeding, it should be emphasized that the experimental data presented in this article measures total absorption,

which includes absorption in silicon as well as parasitic absorption in the aluminum reflector and nitride layer. We assume
that to first order the impact of parasitic photon absorption is
comparable between textured samples.
The spectral details of the samples’ absorption characteristics reveal subtle, informative differences between the surface structures for substrates of 5, 10, and 20 μm thickness,
respectively (Figure 1e–g). Virtually all of the periodic and
random-pyramid-textured samples absorb extremely well for
500 < λ < 800 nm, where they primarily serve to limit surface
reflection, generally capturing 95%–99% of all photons in this
range for all sample types. This portion of the solar spectrum
also contains the highest density of photons, with about half
(20.8 mA cm−2) of the 43.7 mA cm−2 total current potential
between 300 < λ ≤ 1105 nm falling in this range. Outside of
500 < λ < 800 nm, the differences in spectral absorption that
can be seen from one textured sample type to another for a
given silicon thickness arise from differences in feature size
of the surface textures and attendant geometric variation as
well as experimental variation between samples. For example,
earlier studies have shown that reflection from the top surface
increases in the short wavelength range (300 < λ < 500 nm) as
the width of the ridge, w, separating one pyramid from another
increases (Figure S1, Supporting Information).[13] This effect
can be understood by considering that the fixed pitch of the
pyramids requires that, for larger ridge widths, the proportion
of surface area that is normal to incident photons is greater.

Figure 1. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of a) 700 nm pitch periodic inverted pyramids, b) randomly sized and spaced upright pyramids,
and c) 2.2 μm pitch periodic inverted pyramids. The pyramid ridge width, w, is defined in (c). d) Schematic of the textured samples. Absorption spectra
for silicon films e) 5 μm, f) 10 μm, and g) 20 μm thick with surfaces textured with periodic inverted pyramids on 700 nm and 2.2 μm pitches, random
upright pyramids, and planar surfaces for comparison. Each sample has a 250 nm thick back oxide and a rear aluminum reflector. The thickness of
the surface nitride anti-reflection coating (ARC)—optimized separately for textured (100 nm) and planar (70 nm) surfaces—is provided in the legend.
Parasitic absorption (from simulation) in the rear aluminum reflector is plotted in (f) for a 10 μm silicon sample with the structure shown in (d).
The Yablonovitch limit is plotted for a silicon slab of the same film thickness assuming zero front surface reflection and unity back surface reflection.
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Figure 2. a) Average experimentally measured total integrated spectral absorptivity, expressed in terms of Jph, for silicon films of 5, 10, and 20 μm thickness with random UP and PIP surface textures. The standard deviation for all experimental sample types is less than 0.4 mA cm−2. 3D finite element
analysis (FEA) simulation (COMSOL Multiphysics software) of total integrated absorption in silicon (300 < λ < 1105 nm) for an ultrathin silicon film as
a function of the b) angle and c) pitch of the inverted pyramid surface texturing. The simulated film structure is the same as Figure 1d, with a textured
silicon film sandwiched between a 100 nm PECVD silicon nitride layer on the top surface and 250 nm silicon dioxide layer below. The back reflector is
300 nm aluminum. Silicon film thickness is 10 μm; ridge width (w) is fixed at 50 nm.

Blue photons can better “see” these narrow regions of the surface by virtue of their short wavelength, and since the normal
surface area presents a more abrupt index change, reflection
increases. As a result of the constraints of the fabrication
process, the ridge width for the 700 nm PIPs is ≈50–100 nm
(15%–25% of the surface area), while for the 2.2 μm period
samples the ridges tend to be 100–200 nm in width (10%–20%
of the surface area). Although the impact of ridge width is convoluted with ARC thickness and other factors, the general trend
can be observed in Figure 1e–g that for 300 < λ < 500 nm, the
2.2 μm samples with a smaller fraction of planar surface area
exhibit superior absorption to the 700 nm pitch PIPs (see also
Figure S1c in the Supporting Information).
The random pyramid samples offer some of the best results
in the range 300 < λ < 500 nm while tailing off in the infrared
wavelengths for λ > 800 nm compared to the periodically textured samples (The 10 μm samples were outliers from the
rest; the pyramid sizes of these samples were notably smaller
than the other random samples (≈200–300 nm in height) and
delivered overall lower absorptance.) The improved performance in the short wavelength range may be a function of the
elimination of planar surface area for UPs, per the preceding
discussion. It may also be influenced by the relatively small
sizes of the random pyramids on these experimental samples,
ranging in height from 300 to 700 nm. The somewhat lower
long-wavelength performance is in part a result of decreased
top-to-bottom peak thickness of the random samples. (For all
sample types, the thickness referenced is the starting film thickness; owing to the fact that the random etching is done without
any masking and the entire surface is etched in the process of
forming pyramids—in contrast with the fabrication of the periodic textures—the maximum film height is reduced by 1–2 μm
from the starting thickness.)
In spite of the differences in spectral absorption characteristics between the pyramidally textured samples, the total integrated absorption provided by the various surface light-trapping
structures is very similar (Figure 2a). To convey full-spectrum
absorption capability, we adapt the term photocurrent (Jph) to
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represent the total absorption of the material stack (including
parasitics) in units of current familiar to practitioners in the
field of photovoltaics (mA cm−2). Jph is calculated as the inner
product of the absorption and AM1.5G solar spectra, A( λ ) and
I AM1.5 ( λ ), respectively
 q
J ph =  
 hc 

λg

∫ λ * A (λ ) * I

AM1.5

(λ ) dλ

(2)

0

where q is the elementary unit of charge, h is Planck’s constant,
and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Considering 5 μm silicon films as an illustrative example, the mean Jph is 38.0 and
38.1 mA cm−2 for the 700 nm pitch PIPs and random pyramids, respectively, while for the 2.2 μm pitch PIPs it is slightly
higher at 38.7 mA cm−2. In each case, the large period inverted
pyramids offer a slight advantage; however, the difference
in absorption effectiveness between large and small period
inverted pyramids and conventional random pyramids is small.
The similarity between these sample types is understandable
since all approach the physical limits of total absorption in a
thin film. From Table 1 it can be seen that for all thicknesses
Table 1. Experimentally measured total absorption and estimated
absorption in silicon compared with the Yablonovitch limit. “Total
absorption” gives the best-measured value for empirically measured
total absorption for samples with 700 nm pitch periodic inverted pyramids and the structure shown in Figure 1d. The right-most column represents the estimated absorption only in the silicon layer and is found by
subtracting estimated parasitic absorption (using simulation data) from
measured total absorption.
Jph [mA cm−2]
Silicon film
thickness [μm]

Yablonovitch
limit

Total absorption

Estimated silicon
absorption

5

38.6

38.2

36.0

10

40.0

39.1

37.0

20

41.2

40.2

38.3
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considered, the experimental samples fail to absorb at most 1 mA
The size (pitch) of the surface texture is another variable
cm−2 of the photons that would be absorbed in the Yablonovitch
expected to impact the total absorption effectiveness of the
light-trapping structure. In Figure 2c, total integrated absorplimit (3 mA cm−2 if excluding absorption in the aluminum). A
tion is plotted for a 10 μm silicon film as a function of the
significant fraction of the difference between the experimental
pitch of inverted pyramid surface light-trapping structures,
and Yablonovitch values for these samples originates in the specwith the angle of the pyramid unit cell fixed at the potassium
tral range 300 < λ < 500 nm, where the Yablonovitch limit gives
hydroxide (KOH) etch angle of 54.7°. Total absorption increases
absorption values of better than 99.9% but reflection reduces
precipitously until reaching a local maximum around 700 nm.
absorption in the experimental samples. Although a compelInterestingly, beyond a one-micrometer pitch, total absorpling theoretical argument has been made that optimal periodic
tion climbs back to a value slightly above that for 700 nm and
structures can always outperform random ones,[38] the finding
remains steady. In spite of the greater volume of silicon that is
that total absorption is similar in both random and periodic
removed for larger inverted pyramids, total absorption does not
embodiments of a given geometry generally aligns with concludecline and even shows a somewhat positive trend for pitches
sions from other groups evaluating random and periodic texlarger than one micrometer.
tures in amorphous and microcrystalline silicon.[39–41] Efforts
The physical basis of the relationship between pitch size and
to produce high-efficiency thin-film silicon solar cells with contotal integrated absorption can be better understood and visualventional random pyramid textures have yielded very promising
ized through the absorption maps shown in Figure 3. Across
results, such as a 19.1% efficient solar cell on 43 μm silicon
film[42] and a 16.8% device on a silicon film
≈21 μm thick,[43] offering further evidence that
random pyramid textures compete favorably
with nanophotonic designs.
The parameters driving the uniformly
high absorption of these various pyramidal
structures can be better understood through
results from 3D finite element optical simulation, implemented using the wave optics
module in COMSOL Multiphysics. By fixing
the period of the inverted pyramid array at
700 nm and changing the pyramid angle, one
finds that total integrated aborption in a thin
silicon slab reaches a maximum in the vicinity
of 55° (Figure 2b), nearly coincident with the
angle provided by anisotropic alkaline etching
of (100)-orientation silicon—54.7°. It is well
known that a graded effective index of refraction tends to reduce reflection from a surface
across all wavelengths, which is reflected in
these results by rapidly rising total absorption
with increasing pyramid angle. But spectral
analysis indicates that the most pronounced
effect of changing pyramid angle is on the
short wavelength portion of the spectrum,
300 < λ < 500 nm. In this range, the surface texture is large enough compared to the
wavelength of light that the particle analogy
of light from geometric optics can help visualize the way in which the angled sides of
a given pyramid serve to reflect a normally
incident electromagnetic wave back and
forth while channeling it toward the bulk to
increase the odds of absorption. As a result
of these two effects—grading of the index
change and short wavelength channeling—
pyramidal geometries etched in silicon using
alkaline solutions yield exceptionally highFigure 3. Spatial absorption profiles for 2D analogues of periodic inverted pyramids with
light absorption. Nonetheless, additional
pitches of a) 700 nm and b) 2.2 μm. Samples are modeled with a 100 nm PECVD nitride ARC,
improvements in absorption can be gained 250 nm silicon dioxide rear dielectric, an aluminum reflector, and a 50 nm ridge width sepausing techniques such as symmetry breaking rating inverted pyramids. 2D FEA simulation of the experimental structures was executed using
and quasi-randomness.[13,20,21,36]
the wave optics module of COMSOL Multiphysics.
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 mλ n1 sin θ 
βm = sin −1 
+
 n2 d
n2 

(3)

where m is the grating mode number; n1 and n2 are the refractive indices in air (with n1 = 1) and silicon, respectively; d is
the grating pitch; and θ is the angle of incidence (for normally
incident radiation with θ = 0°—as used in the simulation of
Figure 3—the second term in parentheses drops out). At this
wavelength, the diffraction channels available in the 700 nm
pitch case are restricted to integers m = 0, ±1, ±2. Although the
restricted number of modes can serve to limit outcoupling of
radiation that has entered an absorber, it necessarily reduces
the in coupling of incident radiation, meaning that less radiation is admitted into the absorber in the first place and the
nanophotonic features are disadvantaged.[36] Nonetheless, given
that photovoltaic energy conversion is a broad-spectrum application, even the small differences in absorption morphology
at longer wavelengths average out to total absorption that is
roughly comparable between surfaces textured with pyramids
of different pitch greater than 700 nm.
The relatively constant, high absorption of PIP structures with
pitches beyond ≈1200 nm can be understood by the fact that the
interaction of such structures with the solar spectrum of relevance
to silicon is largely on a geometric optics basis. For smaller pitch
sizes, the total absorption potential tends to be more variable as
wave optics descriptions are required for a greater and greater
slice of the solar spectrum and grating and waveguide modes in
the structures overlap with troughs and peaks in the solar spectrum. Another practical characteristic of nanophotonic PIPs is a
proportionally larger planar area on the wafer surface compared
to larger period inverted pyramids for a fixed ridge width (w),
leading to higher reflection in the short wavelengths where
λ < 500 nm. The sum total result of these effects is to lead to an
optimal pitch for nanophotonic inverted pyramids of ≈700 nm,
while micrometer-sized pyramids appear to be able to meet or
exceed the nanophotonic results for a given ridge width.
The implications of the finding that pyramidal light-trapping
features of diverse sizes and arrangements absorb comparably
well, are significant to the study of light trapping for ultrathin
crystalline silicon solar cells. First, it contradicts the assumption that wavelength-scale features are requisite for maximizing
absorption in thin silicon slabs. Rather, high absorption values
are obtainable using pyramidal features of a wide range of
sizes. A principal benefit of this finding is that larger lighttrapping features are typically more straightforward to fabricate, widening the range of lithographic and nonlithographic
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masking approaches with potential to produce effective periodic
light-trapping structures inexpensively. Second, the finding that
periodic and random pyramid structures absorb comparably
well, suggests that lowest-cost fabrication approaches should
drive surface texturing for crystalline silicon.
The experimental findings, indicating that total spectral
absorption is similar between silicon films patterned with
conventional random surface textures and PIPs, benefit other
aspects of ultrathin silicon solar cell design. 2D and 3D integrated photonic and electronic transport simulations can now
be built for device modeling with the confidence that periodic
surface structures and boundary conditions can realistically
capture the physics at play in randomly textured solar cells.
At the same time, it is simple to conceptualize new manufacturing flows incorporating periodic light-trapping structures
that could provide easier and less expensive fabrication for thin
film devices compared to traditional random pyramid texturing
techniques,[46] making the PIPs studied here a valuable tool in
the development of efficient and inexpensive solar power.

COMMUNICATION

the majority of the relevant solar spectrum, the morphology of
the absorption pattern is similar for structures textured with
both 700 nm and 2.2 μm PIPs, forming vivid interference
patterns that result from the interaction between the multiplicity of diffraction channels (i.e., grating modes) permitted
by the surface grating. It is only for long wavelengths—illustrated here at 1000 nm—that a distinct resonant beat pattern
arises in the 700 nm pitch samples that is not apparent in the
2.2 μm pitch samples. The beat pattern is indicative of the limited number of diffraction channels permitted by the 700 nm
pitch surface grating, the quantity of which and the associated
diffraction angles ( βm ) can be found according to[36,44,45]

Experimental Section
Sample Fabrication: Samples were fabricated using silicon-oninsulator (SOI) wafers (Vendor: Ultrasil; device layer: 5, 10, or 20 μm
thick, p-type, ρ = 1–5 Ω cm; buried oxide layer: 250 nm thick; handle
layer: 500 μm thick, p-type, ρ = 1–5 Ω–cm). 700 nm and 2.2 μm
periodic surface textures were produced in a five-step process using
semiconductor fabrication equipment:
1. Deposit a thin low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD)
silicon nitride on the top surface.
2. Pattern a 2D hole array in photoresist using projection lithography.
3. Etch the exposed nitride in a magnetically enhanced reactive ion
etching tool using a CF4/O2 chemistry.
4. Using the nitride hard mask, etch self-limiting inverted pyramids into
the silicon using a 20% KOH solution.
5. Remove the nitride hard mask in phosphoric acid at 165 °C.
The randomly textured surfaces were formed by first treating the
surface in SunSource 68—a proprietary surfactant indicated to yield
smaller pyramid heights (Air Products) —and then etched in a 4%
KOH/2% IPA solution at 80 °C for 5–6 min.
All sample types were next coated with ProTEK B3 (Brewer Science)
to prevent alkaline attack of the top surface of the wafer while windows
were etched through the handle wafer using a 20% KOH solution,
stopping on the buried oxide. After stripping the ProTEK film in
acetone, the top surface of all samples was coated with a PECVD nitride
(n = 1.9) antireflective film (thickness variable) and completed by
sputtering a 300 nm aluminum film to serve as the back reflector.
Sample Characterization: Reflectance was measured using a Newport
Oriel 74125 monochromator, a Newport Oriel 70672 integrating sphere,
and a calibrated silicon photodiode (Newport Oriel 71675_71580)
connected to a Newport 2036-R power meter. Light from the
monochromator entered through the topmost port of the six-port sphere
and passed through the sphere before encountering the sample die at
the far port, which was angled at 8° using a custom-machined wedge. A
custom-designed port with an 8° angle and the same Spectralon diffuse
reflecting coating as the inside of the integrating sphere ensured that
photons from high-order reflection modes were reflected into the sphere.
The measurement was repeated using a diffuse reflective reference
sample (Avian Technologies, FWS-99-02c) to convert the measured
signal strength into absolute absorptance. Measurements were
corroborated with a specular reflective sample (Thorlabs, PF20-03-G01).
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